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As a digital edition, this two-volume anthology offers not only a handy historical overview of
taijiquan history, but most chapters focus on actual practice. Guidance is provided through Carol
Derrickson’s discussions on taijiquan classic writings as well as from other highly experienced
instructors in their own chapters.Dr. Linda Lehrhaupt’s chapter inspires one to practice by
explaining how mental changes occur in a student during initial weeks of classes. Although most
taiji classes are offered by individuals in their own schools, a number of classes are also offered
in academic settings. Andrew Peck gives a fine example of how taiji is taught in a university
setting.Other authors present subtle aspects of practice—be it eye movement, circles that exist
even in movements that appear to be liner, benefits derived from solo and group practice, or the
too often elusive element of relaxation. All these chapters will prove valuable to anyone wishing
to improve their quality of practice and thus to reap more health benefits taiji has to offer. The
same embodied principles can be utilized in martial applications.Peter Lim wrote two chapters.
In one he details general taiji principles that are put into the practice, while in the other chapter
he looks specifically at how the principles can be applied in combat. His chapters provide a solid
foundation for better understanding tuishou, the two-person push-hands practice that Herman
Kaus and Hal Mosher (with the help of Allen Pittman) discuss. Greg Wolfson (with the help of
Scott Rodell) writes about push-hands and sanshou—a high-level two-person practice of
combative training. Russ Mason’s short but pertinent chapter samples two favorite techniques:
wardoff and diagonal flying.The chapters by Donald Mainfort and Joel Stein are relatively unique
in that they look at the variety of taiji forms—contrasting the original Chen Style with the Yang
Style, and the large and medium frames—helping us better understand how and why routines
differ, and which may be better suited for particular individuals. As a result, we can also see why
movements from different styles can blend into anyone’s practice.Comprised of articles
previously published in the Journal of Asian Martial Arts—we are highly optimistic that you will
find something on each page of this anthology to be of great use in your understanding and
practice.

A beautiful book. -- John Kruse ― Northwestern Outdoors RadioI have read the new guide
[Alpine Lakes Wilderness: The Complete Hiking Guide] cover to cover, reminiscing about old
hikes and even planning a few new ones. I have many old guides on my library shelves, but this
is, hands down, the best I have ever seen. -- Dan Evans, former Washington State
GovernorAlpine Lakes Wilderness is easy-to-use, informative, and brimming with full-color
photographs that make it a joy to simply page through. Highly recommended! ― Midwest Book
Review[An] easy to use guide to the Alpine Lakes Wilderness hiking smorgasbord. -- Diane
Spicer ― Hiking For HerMountaineers Books' new, exhaustive guide to hiking all over the Alpine



Lakes Wilderness in Central Washington...breaks out 100 hikes, with details you'd expect, like
distance and difficulty, and extra information that sometimes gets forgotten, like where the best
views are and the history of each place. ― 1889 Washington's MagazineAlpine Lakes
Wilderness is terrific addition to the canon of Northwest hiking books, and would be a fabulous
gift for the hiker of any experience and ability. It will inspire you to put on the boots and head out
to new trails. -- Hilary Meyerson ― Seattle Magazine --This text refers to the paperback
edition.About the AuthorNathan and Jeremy Barnes founded the popular website and blog
hikingwithmybrother.com in 2008 as a resource for hikers. Nathan graduated from the University
of Washington with an undergraduate degree in history and political science and later returned
to the UW School of Law to earn his Juris Doctor. Jeremy also graduated from the UW with a
degree in industrial engineering. They both live in West Seattle. Learn more at
hikingwithmybrother.com. --This text refers to the paperback edition.
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DisclaimerPlease note that the authors and publisher of this book are not responsible in any
manner whatsoever for any injury that may result from practicing the techniques and/or following
the instructions given within. Since the physical activities described herein may be too strenuous
in nature for some readers to engage in safely, it is essential that a physician be consulted prior
to training.All Rights ReservedNo part of this publication, including illustrations, may be
reproduced or utilized in any form or by any means, electronic or mechanical, including
photocopying, recording, or by any information storage and retrieval system (beyond that
copying permitted by sections 107 and 108 of the US Copyright Law and except by reviewers for
the public press), without written permission from Via Media Publishing Company.Warning: Any
unauthorized act in relation to a copyright work may result in both a civil claim for damages and
criminal prosecution.Copyright © 2017by Via Media Publishing CompanyArticles in this
anthology were originally published in the Journal of Asian Martial Arts. Listed according to the
table of contents for this anthology:DeMarco, M. (1992), Vol. 1 No. 1, pp. 8-25Delza, S. (1992),
Vol. 1 No. 4, pp. 80-89Lerhaupt, L. (1993), Vol. 2 No. 1, pp. 60-69Derrickson, C. (1993), Vol. 2 No. 
3, 64-75DeMarco, M. (1994), Vol. 3 No. 3, pp. 92-103Kohler, S. (1995), Vol. 4 No. 2, pp.
74-85Lim, T. K. (1995), Vol. 4 No. 2, pp. 64-73Tyrey, B., & Brinkman, M. (1996), Vol. 5 No. 2, pp.
74-79Cover illustrationMichael DeMarco practicing Xiong-styleTaiji straight sword. He teaches in
Santa Fe, NM, and at workshops in the USA and abroad.Photograph ©2016 by Jose Leon
Castillo, III.Print edition:
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prefaceAs a digital edition, this two-volume anthology offers not only a handy historical overview
of taijiquan history, but most chapters focus on actual practice. Guidance is provided through
Carol Derrickson’s discussions on tai-jiquan classic writings as well as from other highly
experienced instructors in their own chapters.Dr. Linda Lehrhaupt’s chapter inspires one to
practice by explaining how mental changes occur in a student during initial weeks of classes.
Although most taiji classes are offered by individuals in their own schools, a number of classes
are also offered in academic settings. Andrew Peck gives a fine example of how taiji is taught in
a university setting.Other authors present subtle aspects of practice—be it eye movement,
circles that exist even in movements that appear to be liner, benefits derived from solo and



group practice, or the too often elusive element of relaxation. All these chapters will prove
valuable to anyone wishing to improve their quality of practice and thus to reap more health
benefits taiji has to offer. The same embodied principles can be utilized in martial
applications.Peter Lim wrote two chapters. In one he details general taiji principles that are put
into the practice, while in the other chapter he looks specifically at how the principles can be
applied in combat. His chapters provide a solid foundation for better understanding tuishou, the
two-person push-hands practice that Herman Kaus and Hal Mosher (with the help of Allen
Pittman) discuss. Greg Wolfson (with the help of Scott Rodell) writes about push-hands and
sanshou—a high-level two-person practice of combative training. Russ Mason’s short but
pertinent chapter samples two favorite techniques: wardoff and diagonal flying.The chapters by
Donald Mainfort and Joel Stein are relatively unique in that they look at the variety of taiji forms—
contrasting the original Chen Style with the Yang Style, and the large and medium frames—
helping us better understand how and why routines differ, and which may be better suited for
particular individuals. As a result, we can also see why movements from different styles can
blend into anyone’s practice.Comprised of articles previously published in the Journal of Asian
Martial Arts—we are highly optimistic that you will find something on each page of this anthology
to be of great use in your understanding and practice.Michael A. DeMarco, PublisherSanta Fe,
New Mexico, November 2017
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